SCENE ON IOWA RIVER DISPLAYED AT CHICAGO SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

An oil painting, a scene at the Iowa City country club, has been placed at the Chicago school of fine arts, according to Mark V. Hines, president of the university. Mr. Hines is a member of the "Modern Masters of Art" group, whose name is not yet known. The school of fine arts is chartered under the name of the university, and the exhibition is being held here.

The purpose of the campaign, as has been said, is to bring money for the project with a memorial building. The campaign is not put on to raise money, but to create interest in the project and to bring visitors to the city.

According to Mr. Hines, the campaign is going well, and he expects to see a large sum of money in the bank soon.

The general Skeleton of plans, which were outlined at the meeting of the board of trustees on January 15, is to be put into effect as soon as possible. The plans include the construction of a new building for the university, the purchase of a new site for the old one, and the appointment of a new president. The campaign is being conducted by a group of prominent citizens of the city, who are put in charge of the various phases of the work.

The plan is for the construction of a new building for the university, which will be finished before the end of the year. The building will be located on the site of the old one, and will be financed by a subscription campaign.
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A CHANCE FOR A JOB

A recent article in the New York Times described World War calls attention to a profound and serious shortage of nurses. There apparently is a striking need of enough nurses to meet the normal demands for medical and surgical service, to say nothing of lack of personnel to meet the exigencies of a widespread epidemic.

In other words, a less attractive vocation, there is a certain degree of prestige, but loneliness, and not nearly so much opportunity for advancement. Nurses are not strictly a laborsaving force, but they are a useful force.

And when you meet the lady who can "lay "us" to any cocky waiter, take it from me bill I'm her man, .

The most dangerous and thoroughly disgusting influence of modern literature and modern journalism is the emphasis on this sexless occupation.

A newspaper carries the story of a man in North Carolina who is the first in this vicinity to retire from the nursing profession, because he did not know what he was doing for a living. And in saying so it is implying that he would have made a distinctive success in the department store as a fashion genius.

INERTIA

Let's be rather balls Ethically hounding

Let's be rather balls ethically hounding

In perpessive abstraction a pipe

Pipe of the smoke makers no difference

So we bound.

Fall on a roof!

And yields to the gutter-

Runner down a stair

And wins a corner-

No difference-

Everywhere-

The Cosmic Urge demands

That we bound

And rebound!

Adieu!

The Column wishes to warn contributors against the small town habit of regarding all publicity for the following manner: "Your's through thick and thin," or "Some of my finest friends have said this was good and maybe you will think so." "Your's all the freshest ever," etc. This stuff is not funny and doesn't seem anything.

NOTICE!

We are extremely sorry that the value of this paper varies depending upon the season publishing the delightful "Educational Lyrics," which contributed and wishes to assure their author that they deserve the dignity of print. If he is interested in writing for the Column, we should be delighted to talk the matter over with him. Ask for the editor of this column tomorrow at this office any time between 2 and 4 o'clock.

ADIEU! ADIEU! ADIEU!

After this issue this Column is for sale. The editor of the Column feels the urge of more remunerative activity, and also have been given to understand of the "Oh," is taking a long vacation. And we repeat the column is for sale.

If you have not read it critically and think that you can carry it on we shall be pleased to tell you all the technical secrets that our experience has taught us. Adieu! Adieu! Adieu!

Day after day we have been troubled with a last line. The closing sentence is the most difficult of the following manner: "Your's through thick and thin," or "Some of my finest friends have said this was good and maybe you will think so." "Your's all the freshest ever," etc. This stuff is not funny and doesn't seem anything.

GRACEFUL reader are you reading this.

H. A.

ASK HER TONIGHT!

The Sophomore Cotillion will be held

January 28

at the Men's Gymnasium

Here's the Formal you've been waiting for. She has.

Announcements of Prof. Frank E. Hirschi's book, "The Government of Iowa." The new edition of this book, which is widely used by high school of the state as a text in civics, brings all the data concerning the government of Iowa down to date.

Dr. J. W. Figg

Dentist

Phone 273

15 1-2 15 1-2 S. Dubuque Street

Undoubtedly that DRESS SUIT needs cleaning and pressing. It won't be long until the next formal and you'll want it in tip-top shape.

We are specialists in cleaning and pressing. You will find our phone number at the bottom of this ad.

We press "every day" clothes, too.

Phone 17

T. Dell Kelley

The Reliable Cleaner

Price $3.50

No Flowers

Tickets on sale at Whet's tomorrow
"Send it to the Laundry"

Which Laundry?
The nearest one
The best one!
The New Process
Quick service
Surer delivery
Reasonable prices
CALL 294

One realizes a certain relaxation when dining in our main dining room—The service is so complete and cuisine so desirable.

Hotel Jefferson
E. A. Feeney, Mgr.

Your Financial Year Book
Start a checking account now and keep track of your income and expenditures during 1921. At the end of the year, you will have a record and receipt for every expenditure.
Use a checkbook on this bank as your financial year book. It's the businesslike way and you will find it almost indispensable to your financial success in 1921.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Students who are new to the university should bring their identification cards to the residence halls. The cards are issued by the Office of Student Life and are required for access to the residence halls. Students are encouraged to keep their cards in a safe place, as they will be needed for daily living activities.

For more information, please contact the Office of Student Life at (515) 294-4000.